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Appendix
The Names of the Main Characters
in The Book of Esther
Xerxes
"Ahashuerus" is a Hebrew rendering of the Persian name "Khshayarshan." Its Greek
form is Anglicized as "Xerxes." My purpose in this section is to show that these three are all
forms of one name and are linguistically interchangeable.
The names of the Achaemenid kings after Darius which have been preserved were probably
'throne-names' or appellations, perhaps taken at the time of accession, or when named crown
prince. That Darius' personal name was Spentadata, hence connecting his with Zoroastrian
tradition as son of Vishtaspa, patron of the prophet, is quite unproved. His 'throne-name' may be
explained as d¿rayat plus vahush 'having wealth (good things of life)'. It is odd that in the Aramaic
documents of Egypt from the Achaemenid period, we find the shortest form of the name drw’,
applied to Darius I, but later the name is longer drywhw’, as well as other forms. The name Xerxes
probably means 'hero among rulers', Old Persia khshaya- plus ar’an-, while Artaxerxes has nothing
to do with -xerxes, rather it is a Greek explanation of Artakhshassa meaning something like 'having
just rule', arta- and khshassa- (Old Persian form of khshatra-).1
The Persian word ar’an, which forms the second part of Xerxes' name, is cognate with
Greek ars·n (see Gal 3:28, "There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male [ars·n] nor
female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus"). In both languages the basic meaning is "male."
Thus, the throne name Khshayarshan [x’ayar’an] has the connotation "manly, heroic"--"Hero
Among Kings" (according to Kent) or "Hero Among Rulers" (according to Frye).2
As taken over into Hebrew the name <Æúa’w·r™’ (with waw) contains a substitution of waw
for yodh, which is common in later Hebrew. With yodh restored <Æúa’y¿r™’ comes reasonably
close to the sound of the king's Persian name. Jewish scribes at Elephantine, writing in
Aramaic, used the consonants úsy<r’ (with yodh) to spell this same word, which, if vocalized
úÆsayy¿<r’¿ would also closely approximate the sound of the word in Persian.
Perhaps the scribes who copied the book of Esther felt that the middle syllable y¿
sounded too much like the divine name Yahweh and so changed yodh to waw. This is a
conjecture. Perhaps it was the appearance of the letters that caused the slip. At Qumran, for
example, yodh and waw are virtually identical in form and are routinely confused with each
other. But, whatever the process by which a waw found its way into the Hebrew form of Xerxes'
name, changing it back to yodh brings us a long way toward reconciling the differences between
the forms in which this king's name is found in the first two languages mentioned above.
The development of Greek Xerxes [kserks·s] from Persian Khshayarshan [x’ayar’an] is
straightforward. Greek had the sound [x] (the letter chi, a velar continuant) but lacked the sound
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[’], which would preclude any consonant cluster [x’]. The latter (in Persian) became first [k’] and
then [ks] on its way into Greek. Thus, a hypothetical intermediate form *Xayarxan [ksayarksan] or
*Xayarxes can be posited as part of the process by which Persian Khshayarshan became Greek
Xerxes. Thus Khshayarshan, Ahasuerus, and Xerxes I are all one and the same.

Vashti
It is possible that Queen Vashti is known in Greek, through Herodotus and other ancient
writers, by the name Amestris.3 According to the Encyclopaedia Iranica the Greek name
Amestris is Ionic for Amastris, which "may reflect Old Persian *Am¿str∞-, containing *ama'strength, strong' and *str∞- 'Woman'; . . ."4 Thus, Amestris/Amastris is Persian as well as Greek.
The m is represented by Hebrew w (or v),5 the a of Hebrew "Vashti" is confirmed as being
correct, and an original r has fallen away in the final syllable under circumstances where a
Jewish reader would have found it difficult to pronounce.
None of the above changes is linguistically implausible in and of itself. The most difficult
part has to do with representing Persian and Greek m by Hebrew w (or v). According to Shea
there is a precedent for this type of correspondence from Elamite, where Persian words using v
are consistently brought over as m. But here the situation is reversed. Amastri (Greek Amestris)
is a Persian name. Thus, the correspondence is between an m in the source language and a v
in the target language.
On linguistic evidence alone, identifying Vashti with Amestris appears to be possible, if
difficult. But the argument need not rest on only one line of evidence. Historically Vashti's status
and behavior at court matches that of Amestris so closely that, given any hope of a linguistic
correspondence, the proposed identification remains attractive.

Esther
The name "Esther" (Hebrew <est·r, Greek est·r), if Persian, means Star. The same word
could be given a Babylonian derivation associated with Inanna/Ishtar ("Queen of Heaven,"
goddess of love and war),6 but the best evidence, while not entirely beyond dispute, suggests
that this is not the case.
This name is transliterated into Greek as Aster or Esther (LXX). The Greek root aster appears in
such English words as 'aster,' 'star,' and 'asteroid,' which means 'starlike.' The Babylonian form of
the word was Ishtar, which became <Ashtµreth (plural) in Hebrew and Astart· in Greek.7
This source gives the Hebrew as <a’tµŸret (see 1 Kgs 11:5, 33; 2 Kgs 23:13). The same
name also occurs in the Old Testament as <a’t∆rµt (see Gen 14:5). Supporting the identification
of "Esther" with "Ishtar" is the fact that Ishtar was a fertility goddess and that Esther was known
for her great beauty. She was "lovely in form and features" (Esth 2:7).
Against the above identification is the Greek form of the name (esth·r), as given in the
Septuagint, where th is theta – the sound of English th in words such as "thin." This theta,
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however, is not nearly so important for our purposes as the eta which follows it. The name Ishtar
comes over into Greek as Astarte (astart·), which is never spelled with an eta (*ast·rt·) and
certainly not with a theta (*asth·rt·, *esth·rt·). So if "Esther" means "Ishtar," as some claim,
where is the final syllable (-t·)? And without it, where is the connection in the Septuagint
between Esther and Astarte? The linguistic evidence, while mixed, would indicate that Esther
does mean Star after all.8
Esther was probably a name given to the girl by her Persian friends. "Mordecai had a
cousin named Hadassah . . . who was also known as Esther" (Esth 2:7, 8). Hadassah was her
given name. If "Esther" was a name given to Hadassah by her Persian friends, we would expect
the name to have a Persian derivation and meaning. If the name is Persian, it is therefore
Indo-European and not only does it mean "Star," but in having this meaning it is cognate with
our own English word "star."

Mordecai
The name "Mordecai" is a transparent derivative of "Marduk," patron deity of Babylon. In
Greek transcription the connection is even closer than in English transcription, because the
initial vowel in English is o while in Greek it is a. Its Babylonian form is "Mardukayya." The rabbis
of the Talmudic age eventually tried to obscure this fact. They proposed deriving Mordecai's
name from Aramaic m™r¿< d∆kiyy¿', which they equated with Hebrew mµr der™r "pure myrrh."9 This
merely demonstrates that they didn't want the name to mean what it obviously does. The book
of Esther itself, however, does not hide the origins of its names.10 This fact in turn is consistent
with the generally secular tone of the book.

Haman
Although Haman was an Agagite (i.e., in the royal line of the ancient Amalekite people
which God commanded Saul to exterminate), the name "Haman," according to the New Bible
Dictionary, "may be derived from that of the Elamite god, Hum(b)an."11 Ran Zadok normalizes
the spelling of this name as Humpan,12 which can be identified with Sumerian Enlil, the Sumerian/Assyrian god of the air.13
The Elamite name "Humpan" or "Huban" assumes a number of different forms, e.g.,
Hu-ba-an, dHu-um-ba-an, dHu-pan, dHu-um-ba. The first vowel is sometimes a (Am-ba-hap-u-a,
Ha-am-ba-), sometimes i (Im-ba-ap-pi), but most often u (as above and in many other
examples).14
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